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Abstract
Autonomic computing and communication has become a new paradigm for
dynamic service integration and resource sharing in today’s ambient networks.
Devices and systems need to dynamically collaborate and federate with little
known or even unknown parties in order to perform everyday tasks. Those
devices and systems act as independent nodes that autonomously manage and
enforce their own security policies.
Thus in autonomic pervasive communications clients may not know a priori
what access rights they need in order to execute a service nor service providers
know a priori what credentials and privacy requirements clients have so that
they can take appropriate access decisions.
To solve this problem we propose a negotiation scheme that protects security
and privacy interests with respect to information disclosure while still providing
eﬀective access control to services. The scheme proposes a negotiation protocol
that allows entities in a network to mutually establish suﬃcient access rights
needed to grant a service.

Keywords: Access Control, Policy Based Access Management, Trust Negotiation,
Logic Reasoning, Algorithms, Protocols.

A Negotiation Scheme for Access Rights Establishment
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INTRODUCTION

The last decade has seen an exponentially growth of mobile devices that communicate with a variety of sources and infrastructures in order to form coherent communication networks suitable for their needs and tasks.
A major issue in this scenario is that communications occur between autonomic
nodes that have independent management and enforcement of their own security
policies. Access requests and access decisions must be taken autonomously with
incomplete information about the partners.
In an autonomic communication scenario a client may have all the necessary
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credentials to access a service but may simply not know it. Equally, it is unrealistic
to assume that servers will make public available their security policies so that
clients can do a policy evaluation themselves and just come out with just the right
credential for access.
Therefore, autonomic servers should be able to ask clients on-the-ﬂy for additional credentials that are suﬃcient to grant access. On the other side, autonomic
clients, once asked for additional credentials, should be able to evaluate their own
polices and counter-request servers for some evidence in order to establish enough
conﬁdence to disclose the missing credentials.
The usage of security policies has been already a major paradigm shift in access control to communication services over the last few years. Indeed, one may
speak of policy-based self-management of services (e.g., [1, 2] or the IEEE Policy
Workshop series). The intuition is that access to services and resources is automatically derived from policies. Devices look at the requested action and credentials
presented to them, evaluate the policy rules according to the new facts and derive
the allowed actions [1, 3]. Autonomic communication bring us beyond policy based
access control. How can partners negotiate access without knowing each other’s
security policies?

1.1

The Contribution of this Paper

This paper shows how one can bootstrap from a simple rule-based policy framework
and using some advanced reasoning services a comprehensive access negotiation
scheme for autonomic communication. The negotiation scheme protects privacy and
security interests with respect to information disclosure and access control on client
and server sides. It allows two entities in a network to mutually establish access
rights agreement needed to proceed with the service request. It supports hierarchical
policies (indeed arbitrary policies for which reasoning services exist), non-monotone
reasoning, and ﬁne granularity control on the disclosure of information.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the intuitive
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description of interactive access control model and the advanced reasoning services.
Section 3 presents the underlying policy model and formally deﬁnes the advanced
reasoning services. The interactive access control protocol is shown in Section 4.
Next, Section 5 outlines the negotiation policy framework. The negotiation protocol
is presented in Section 6 followed by the stepwise disclosure algorithm described in
Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and outlines future work.

2

INTERACTIVE ACCESS CONTROL

We will introduce step-by-step the concept of interactive access control by ”evolving” the existing access control frameworks.
Let us start with the traditional access control. A server has a security policy
for access control PA that is used when taking decisions about the usage of services
oﬀered by a service provider. A user submits a set of credentials Cp and a service
request r in order to execute a service. We say that policy PA and credentials
Cp entail r meaning that request r should be granted by the policy PA and the
presented credentials Cp .
Figure 1 shows the ”traditional” access control decision process [4]. Whether
the decision process uses Role-Based Access Controls (RBAC) [5], Simple Public
Key Infrastructure (SPKI) [6], RT role-based trust-management framework [7] or
any other trust management framework it is immaterial at this stage: they can be
captured by suitably deﬁning PA , Cp and the entailment operator.
Figure 1: Traditional Access Control
A number of works has deemed such blunt denials unsatisfactory. Bonatti and
Samarati [8] and Yu et al. [9] proposed to send back to clients some of the rules
that are necessary to gain additional access. Figure 2 shows the essence of the
approaches.
Figure 2: Disclosable Access Control
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Both works impose several syntactical restrictions on the format of the policy
and essentially merge two diﬀerent security issues: the policy for governing access
to server’s own resources and the policy for governing disclosure of the need, by the
server, of foreign credentials (from the client).
Still, the foremost limitation is that both approaches require policies to be ﬂat:
a policy protecting a resource must contain all credentials needed to allow access
to that resource. As a result, it calls for structuring of policy rules that is counterintuitive from the access control point of view. For instance, a policy rule may
say that for access to the full text of an on-line journal article a requester must
satisfy the requirements for browsing the journal’s table of contents plus some additional credentials. A rule detailing access to the table of contents could then
specify another set of credentials. Even this simple scenario is not allowed in either
formalisms.
Yet, constraints that would make policy reasoning non-monotone (such as separation of duties) require to look at more than one rule at a time. So, if the policy is
not ﬂat, it has constraints on the credentials that can be presented at the same time
(e.g., separation of duties) or a more complex role hierarchy is used, these systems
would not be complete.
Bonatti and Samarati’s approach has further limitations on the granularity level
of disclosure of information. In their work, governing access to a service is composed
in two parts: a prerequisite rule and a requisite rule. Prerequisite rules specify the
requirements that a client should satisfy before being considered for the requirements stated by the requisite rules, which in turn grant access to services. Thus,
prerequisite rules play the role of controlling the disclosure of the service requisite
rules. In this way their approach does not decouple policy disclosure from policy
satisfaction, as already noted by Yu and Winslett [10].
The work by Yu and Winslett [10] overcomes this latter limitation and proposes
to treat policies as ﬁrst class resources, i.e., each policy protecting a resource is
considered as a sensitive resource itself whose disclosure is recursively protected
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by another policy. Still they have the same ﬂatness, unicity and monotonicity
limitations. This happens because the only reasoning service used so far for access
control is deduction – check whether the request follows from the policy and the
presented credentials.
We claim that we need another, less known, reasoning service abduction – check
what missing credentials are necessary so that the request can follow from the policy
and the presented credentials. Thereupon, we present the basic idea of interactive
access control shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Basic Idea of Interactive Access Control
The ”compute a set CM such that ...” (step 2a) is exactly the operation of
abduction. This solution raises a new challenge: how do we decide the potential set
of missing credentials? It is clearly undesirable to disclose all credentials occurring
in PA and, therefore, we need a way to deﬁne how to control the disclosure of such
a set.
In [10] Yu and Winslett addressed partly this issue by protecting policies within
the access policy itself. They argue that policies for protecting resources should
be themselves treated as ﬁrst class sensitive resources. The authors distinguish
between policy disclosure and policy satisfaction which allows them to have control
on when a policy can be disclosed from when a policy is satisﬁed. However, this is
not really satisfactory as it does not decouple the decision about access from the
decision about disclosure.
Yu and Winslett policies determine whether a client is authorized to be informed
of the need to satisfy a given policy. While, in our case, having a separate disclosure
policy PD allows us to have a ﬁner-grained disclosure control over the information
ﬂow back to a client. Instead of controlling the disclosure of (entire) policies as a
ﬁnest-grained unit we are able to control the disclosure of single credentials, composing those policies, separately and independently from the disclosure of the policies
themselves.
So, we need two policies: one for granting access to one’s own resources and
6

one for disclosing the need of foreign (someone else’s) credentials. Therefore, we
introduce a security policy for disclosure control PD . The policy for disclosure
control identiﬁes the credentials whose need can be potentially disclosed to a client.
In other words, PA protects partner’s resources by stipulating what credentials a
requestor must satisfy to be authorized for a particular resource while, in contrast,
PD deﬁnes which credentials among those occurring in PA are disclosable to (i.e.
can be asked to) the requestor.
The reﬁned algorithm for interactive access control with controlled disclosure is
in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Interactive Access Control with Controlled Disclosure

Example 1. Example [10, page 4] formalized as two logic programs:
PD :

CAliceID .

PA :

CCSW L ← CM cKinleyEmployee.
PD

r ← CAliceID .
r ← CCSW L , CRoI .

CRoI ← CM cKinleyEmployee.
states that the disclosure of Alice’s ID is not protected and potentially released

to anybody. The need for credentials California social worker license CCSW L and
release-of-information CRoI is disclosed only to users who have already presented
their McKinley employee certificate CM cKinleyEmployee.
PA states that access to r is granted either to Alice or to California social workers
that have a release-of-information credential issued by Alice.
There is still a tricky question to be answered: How do we know that the algorithm terminates? In other words, how do we know that a client can actually
arrive to a grant? For example, can we assure that the server will not keep asking
Alice for a full professor credential which she does not have, while never asking for
a senior researcher credential, which she has?
We refer the reader to [11, 12, 13] for details on the interactive access control
framework and its properties of completeness and correctness.
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THE UNDERLYING LOGICAL MODEL

Access and disclosure policies are written as normal logic programs [14]. A normal
logic program is a set of rules of the form:
A ← B1 , . . . , Bn , not C1 , . . . , not Cm

(1)

where A, Bi and Ci are (possibly ground) predicates. A is called the head of the
rule, each Bi is called a positive literal and each not Cj is a negative literal, whereas
the conjunction of the Bi and not Cj is called the body of the rule. If the body
(resp. head) is empty the rule is a fact (resp. constraint).
The semantics used in the model is the stable model semantics [15] (see also
[14] for an introduction). The intuition is to interpret the rules of a program P as
constraints on a solution set S (a set of ground atoms) for the program itself. So, if
S is a set of atoms, rule (1) is a constraint on S stating that if all Bi are in S and
none of Cj are in it, then A must be in S.
Now we can formally deﬁne the reasoning services.
Definition 1. Let P be a policy and L be a ground literal. L is a consequence of
P , P |= L, if L is true in every stable model of P . P is consistent, P |= ⊥, if there
is a stable model for P .
Definition 2. A resource r is a security consequence of a policy P if (i) P is
consistent and (ii) r is a consequence of P .
Definition 3. Let P is a policy and r be a resource. A set of credentials CS is a
solution set for r according to P if r is a security consequence of P and CS , i.e.
P ∪ CS |= r and P ∪ CS |= ⊥.
Definition 4. A policy P is monotonic if whenever a set of statements C is a
solution set for r according to P (P ∪ C |= r) then any superset C  ⊃ C is also a
solution set for r according to P (P ∪ C  |= r).
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Definition 5. Let P be a policy, A be a set of ground atoms (credentials) and L be
a positive literal. L is one-step deducible from (consequence of ) A according to P ,
A |=P1 L, if for some literals L1 , . . . , Ln holds:
(i) L ← L1 , . . . , Ln is in ground1 (P ∪ A) and
(ii) for all credential literals Lc1 , . . . , Lcp , 1 ≤ ci ≤ n, holds (a) if Lci is a positive
literal then A |= Lci , (b) if Lci is a negative literal then P ∪ A |= Lci .
Definition 6. Let P be a policy, H a set of ground atoms, L a ground literal, and
≺ a partial order (p.o.) over subsets of H. A solution of the abduction problem
< L, H, P > is a set of ground atoms E such that: (i) E ⊆ H, (ii) P ∪ E |= L, (iii)
P ∪ E |= ⊥, (iv) any set E  ≺ E does not satisfy all conditions above.
Traditional partial orders are subset containment or set cardinality.

4

THE ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOL

Below we summarize all the information we need to state the protocol.
PA – the policy governing access to resources,
PD – the policy controlling the disclosure of foreign (missing) credentials,
Cp – set of credentials presented by a client in a single interaction,
CP – set of active credentials that have been presented by a client during an interactive access control process,
CN – set of credentials that a client has declined to present during an interactive
access control process.
The set of declined credentials CN assures termination. Figure 5 shows the
interactive access control decision algorithm and protocol.
The intuition behind the algorithm is the following. Once the client has initiated
a service request r, possibly with a set of credentials Cp , the interactive algorithm
1
Essentially, we take all constants and functions appearing in the program and combine them
in all possible ways. This yields the Herbrand universe. Those terms are then used to replace
variables in all possible ways thus building its ground instantiation [14].
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Figure 5: Interactive Access Control Algorithm and Protocol
updates the client’s proﬁle of CP and CN (lines 1: and 2:). CP is updated with the
newly presented credentials Cp and CN is updated with the set diﬀerence of what
the client was asked in the last interaction (CM ) minus what he presents in the
current one (Cp ).
Next, the algorithm takes an access decision (line 3:). The ﬁrst step of the access
decision function is to check whether the request r is granted by PA according to
the client’s set CP (step 1). If the check fails, the starting point of the interactive
framework, then in step 2a the algorithm computes all credentials disclosable from
PD according to CP and from the resulting set removes all already declined and already presented credentials. The latter is used to avoid repeatedly asking something
already declined or presented. Then, the algorithm computes (using abduction) all
subsets of CD that are consistent with the access policy PA and grant r. Out of
those sets (if any) the algorithm selects the minimal one.
Example 2. (rf. [13, page 15] for details) A senior researcher at Fraunhofer institute FOKUS wants to reconfigure an online service for paper submissions for a
workshop. The service is part of a big management system of the Planet-Lab network. So, for doing that, at the time of access, she presents her employee certificate,
issued by a Fraunhofer certificate authority, presuming that it is enough as a potential customer. Formally speaking credential(aliceMilburk, employee).
According to the access policy the credentials are not enough to get configure
access. Then, following the algorithm, abduction reasoning computes the following
sets of credentials that satisfy the request:
{credential(aliceMilburk, juniorResearcher)},
{credential(aliceMilburk, seniorResearcher)},
{credential(aliceMilburk, boardOfDirectors)}.
Then, using role minimality criterion, the algorithm returns back the need for
credential(aliceMilburk, juniorResearcher) .
Since Alice is a senior researcher, she declines to present the requested creden10

tial by returning an empty set of presented credentials. The algorithm updates the
client’s profile by marking the requested credential as declined. Next, the algorithm
recomputes the missing sets of credentials:
{credential(aliceMilburk, seniorResearcher)},
{credential(aliceMilburk, boardOfDirectors)}.
and returns the need for credential(aliceMilburk, seniorResearcher) back to
the client. Then on the next interaction Alice presents her certificate for a senior
researcher and the algorithm grants the service request.

5

THE NEGOTIATION SCHEME

Let us consider the following autonomic communication scenario:
1. Alice wants to access some service of Bob.
2. Alice does not know exactly what credentials Bob needs, so (a) Bob must compute what is missing and ask Alice, (b) Alice must send to Bob all credentials
he requested.
3. In response to (2b), Alice may want to have some credentials from Bob before
sending hers, so (a) she must tell Bob what he needs to provide, (b) Bob must
have a policy to decide how access to his credentials is granted.
4. In response to (2a), Bob may not want to disclose all that is missing at once
but may want to ask Alice ﬁrst some of the less sensitive credentials, so Bob
must have a way to request in a stepwise fashion the missing credentials.
To combine automated trust negotiation and interactive access control we assume that clients and servers have the three security policies:
1. PAR : policy for protecting own resources based on foreign credentials
2. PAC :policy for protecting own credentials based on foreign credentials
3. PD : policy for disclosure the need of (missing) foreign credentials
Technically speaking we could merge 1 and 2 into a ﬂat policy for protecting
sensitive resources as in [10, 9]. However, the structured approach is better because
11

the criteria behind and likely the administrator of each policy are diﬀerent. Resource
access is decided by the business logic whereas credential access is due to security
and privacy considerations.
For example the negotiation of a sensitive credential may require activation of
credentials that are not considered from the business logic for the actual access
control process and even they may be inconsistent with the business logic rules.
Thus, forcing separation between policies 1 and 2 we free the access policy PAR
to be arbitrarily complex with almost everything that is on the (Datalog) access
control market (say with negation as failure, constraints on separation of duties, or
other credentials such as those by Li and Mitchell [7]).
Rather, the policy for access to own credentials we restrict to be monotonic
because of its particular nature: once access to a credential is agreed (granted) it
is agreed! In contrast, a credential for access to resources may come and go due to
separation of duty or other constraints.

6

THE NEGOTIATION PROTOCOL

First, we introduce the notation O denoting a set of own credentials with respect to
a negotiation opponent. Now, let us recall the i AccessControl protocol, presented
in Section 4, adapted to the new convention and with the following modiﬁcation.
Instead of returning the need of missing credentials we will transform CM into a
sequence of single requests each asking for a foreign credential from the missing set.
Figure 6 shows the core protocol.
Figure 6: The Core of the Negotiation Protocol
We extend the protocol to work on client and server sides so that they automatically request each other for missing foreign credentials. Step 1 of the protocol updates the set of foreign presented credentials with those presented at the
time of request. These presented credentials are typically pushed by the opponent
when initiate a service request. After the initial update we go in a loop where
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i AccessDecision algorithm is run for an access decision. The purpose of the loop
is to keep asking the opponent new solutions (missing credentials) until a decision
of grant or deny is taken.
The technicality of the protocol is in step 6 where we represent the request for
a missing credential as a remote invocation of the iAccessNegotiation protocol
on the opponent side. In this way, the new protocol has the same functionality as
i AccessControl protocol if the client does not negotiate but just replies whether
he has a credential or not.
Step 6 invokes i AccessNegotiation protocol with an empty set of presented own
credentials. One can modify the protocol by introducing a function PushedCredentials(c)
that decides what own credentials (Opush ) an opponent has to push when requesting
for a foreign credential c. This is an issue for practical implementations and we omit
it for the sake of clarity. Details can be found in [11].
For bilateral negotiation we must consider the following issues:
• each request for a credential spurs a new negotiation thread that negotiates
access to this credential.
• during a negotiation process parties may start to request credentials from each
other that are already in a negotiation. So, the notion of suspended credential
requests must be taken into account.
Figure 7 shows the updated version of the iAccessNegotiation protocol.
Figure 7: The Negotiation Protocol with Suspended Credentials
With its new version, whenever a request arrives it is run in a new thread that
shares the same session variables CP , CN and Oneg with other threads running
under the same negotiation process. The set Oneg keeps track of the opponent’s
own credentials that have been requested and which are still in a negotiation.
Now, if a request for a credential, which is already in a negotiation, is received
the protocol suspends the new thread until the respective negotiation thread ﬁnishes
(step 3). Then, when the original thread returns an access decision the protocol
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Figure 8: The Negotiation Protocol
resumes all threads awaiting on the requested credential and informs them for the
ﬁnal decision (step 20).
Figure 8 shows the complete negotiation protocol. Whenever a service request
is received the i AccessDispatcher module runs i AccessNegotiation in a new
session process and initializes CP , CN and Oneg to an empty set (step 2). Then each
counter-request for a credential is run in a new thread under the same negotiation
process (step 4).
On the other hand, whenever an entity requests a service r at the opponent side,
presenting initially some own credentials Op , the
i AccessDispatcher server invokes i AccessNegotiation@Opponent in a new session process so that any counter-request from the opponent is run in a new thread
under the same negotiation process.
The intuition behind the negotiation protocol is the following:
1. A client, Alice, sends a service request r and (optionally) a set of (hew own)
credentials Op to a server, Bob.
2. Bob’s i AccessDispatcher receives the requests and runs
i AccessNegotiation(r, Cp ) in a new process (with Cp ≡ Op ).
3. Once the protocol is initiated, it updates the over all set of presented foreign
credentials with the newly presented ones and checks whether the request
should be suspended or not (steps 1 and 2).
4. If not suspended, then Bob looks at r and if it is a request for a service he calls
iAccessDecision with his policy for access to resources PAR , his disclosure
policy PD , the set of foreign presented credentials CP and the set of foreign
declined credentials CN (step 9).
5. If r is a request for a credential then he calls iAccessDecision with his policy
for access to own credentials PAC , again his disclosure policy PD , the sets CP
and CN (step 11).
14

Figure 9: Example of Interoperability of the Negotiation Protocol
6. In the case of computed missing foreign credentials CM , Bob transforms CM
into requests for credentials and awaits until receives all responses. At this
point Bob acts as a client, requesting Alice the set of credentials CM . Alice
runs the same protocol with swapped roles.
7. When Bob receives all responses he restarts the loop and consults the iAccessDecision
algorithm for a new decision.
8. When a ﬁnal decision of grant or deny is taken, Bob checks and resumes all
suspended threads awaiting on the current negotiation and then returns the
decision back to Alice.
The distribution and issuance of credentials are second order problems which
can be solved in a number of ways not interesting in this setting. As indicated in
the ﬁgure, we use the keyword parfor for representing that the body of the loop
is run each time in a parallel thread. Thus, each missing credential is requested
independently from the requests for the others. At that point of the protocol, it is
important that each of the ﬁnished threads updates presented and declined sets of
foreign credentials properly without interfering with the other threads. We point
out that each thread updates the requested credential as declined after a certain
session time expires.
Example 3. Figure 9 shows an example of Alice’s and Bob’s interactions using
the negotiation protocol on both sides. The policies for access to resources and
access to sensitive credentials are in notations like in Yu et al. [9] where the Alice’s
local credentials are marked with subscript “A” and Bob’s with “B”, respectively.
Bob’s access policy PAR says that access to resource r1 is granted if {CA1 , CA2 } or,
alternatively, {CA1 , CA3 } are presented by Alice. To get access to r2 Alice should
satisfy the requirements for access to r1 and present CA4 .
We read Bob’s disclosure policy as to disclose the need for a credential CA2 there
should be already disclosed a credential CA5 , which by default is always disclosable.
15

Credential CA1 is always disclosable on demand, but in contrast, the need for CA4
is never disclosed but expected from PAR when r2 is requested. It is an example of
a hidden credential that must be pushed.
Bob’s policy PAC states that access to Bob’s CB1 is granted if Alice has presented
CA5 and that access to Bob’s CB2 if Alice’s CA2 .

7

STEPWISE DISCLOSURE OF ACCESS RIGHTS
Figure 10: The Stepwise Negotiation Protocol
The intuition here is that Bob may not want to disclose the missing foreign

credentials all at once to Alice but, instead, he may want to ask Alice ﬁrst some
less sensitive credentials assuring him that Alice is trustworthy enough to disclose
her more sensitive credentials and so on until all of the missing ones are disclosed2 .
To address this issue we extend the protocol in Section 6 with an algorithm for
stepwise disclosure of missing credentials. The basic intuition is that the logical
policy structure itself tells us which credentials must be disclosed to obtain the
information that other credentials are missing. So, we simply need to extract this
information automatically. We perform a step-by-step evaluation on the policy
structure. For that purpose we use the one-step deduction (Deﬁnition 5) over the
disclosure policy PD to determine the next set of potentially disclosable credentials.
Essentially, the protocol replaces the AskCredentials function with a new version of it using the stepwise disclosure algorithm, see Figure 10. With its new
version the AskCredentials function (Figure 10) takes as input the set of missing
credentials CM (as the old one) and internally loads the policy for disclosure control
PD that CM was computed from. In a nutshell, the algorithm requests a client all
missing credentials supplied in the input, but with the diﬀerence of stepwise awaiting for each of the computed steps by the StepwiseDisclosure algorithm. In other
words, when a next step of missing credentials is computed (step 2) the algorithm
2

Here we point out that the stepwise approach may require a client to provide credentials that
are not directly related to a specific resource but needed for a fine-grained disclosure control.
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Figure 11: Example of Stepwise Negotiation of Credentials
awaits until the client responds to all current requests. Again here the client’s proﬁle is updated on each request/response to facilitate other threads’ access decisions.
Then the check in step 3 for CM1 comprises two cases: either the set of presented
foreign credentials CP has been updated (indirectly) by other running threads such
that now CM is satisﬁed and there is no next step or the client has declined some
credentials that stop his way further to CM .
The task of the StepwiseDisclosure is to determine at each interaction step
exactly the relevant credentials that are needed to reach at the end the set CM . For
doing so, in step 1, we compute the set of disclosable foreign credentials CD 1 by onestep deduction over PD according to CP . Out of those, we extract only the minimal
set of credentials that is actually necessary to derive CM . To this extent, we modify
policy PD by adding a new atom q that can be derived if all (and only) credentials
in CM are derived (refer to step 3). Additionally, we also change syntactically the
structure of PD rules so that relevant credentials in CD1 must be abduced and can
no longer be derived from chaining other rules in PD (step 2).
We do that by changing a rule of the from c ← c1 , . . . , cn into a pair of rules
ĉ ← c1 , . . . , cn and c ← ĉ, where ĉ is a new symbol. The informal meaning of the ﬁrst
rule is that c is disclosable if all ci are. So, we now say that the need for the ﬁctitious
ĉ is disclosable if the need for all ci is disclosable and that the need for credential c
is disclosable if the need for ĉ is. Then if we remove c ← ĉ for all c ∈ CD1 ∪ CN there
will be no rule to infer that c is disclosable so we must abduce it as a primitive atom
(if it is actually needed to derive q). For that purpose we specify in the abduction
input CD1 as the set of hypotheses so that all c ∈ CD1 are potentially abducible but
none of the CN are. Thus, for deriving the next step of foreign missing credentials
we invoke the abduction engine with input <q, CD 1 , PD 1 ∪ CP ∪ Q> and refer the
reader to Deﬁnition 6 for the properties of the abduction computation.
Figure 11 shows an example of how the stepwise disclosure algorithm works
following the same scenario as in Example 3.
17

Notice that parties might end in a deadlock when a negotiator requests credential
A in order to give B, while the other party needs B to give A. This is likely possible
as the protocol allows multiple sub-negotiations in diﬀerent threads and blocks when
the requested credential is already in negotiation.
Practically, we have solved the problem with a timeout: if we do not get an
answer from a partner in a reasonable time we assume that the credential is not
available. Notice that this is also necessary to avoid honest partners of being victims of malicious clients who may simply ”forget” to answer and thus saturate the
opponent’s memory with many unﬁnished threads.

8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed a policy-based negotiation scheme for access rights establishment. The key idea is that in an autonomic communication a client and a server
have an autonomic view on their access polices and privacy requirements and, as
so, they need a way to reason and negotiate the requirements to access a resource.
We have proposed a solution to this problem by extending classical access control
models with an advanced reasoning service: abduction. Building on top of this
service, we presented the interactive access control algorithm that computes onthe-ﬂy missing credentials needed for a client to get access.
The paper contribution is in the way one can bootstrap from the basic access
control algorithm a comprehensive negotiation scheme. The scheme proposes a
model and a protocol that allow entities to bilaterally negotiate access control requirements. The protocol runs on client and server sides so that they understand
each other and automatically interoperate until an agreement is reached or denied.
We enriched the framework over the existing policy-based negotiation approaches
[8, 9, 7] by introducing two diﬀerent policies: one for protecting resources and one for
protecting sensitive credentials. The distinction extends the negotiation framework
on a wider set of policy languages with respect to the existing approaches.
We extended the negotiation protocol with a stepwise disclosure algorithm that
18

provides a ﬁne-grained privacy control over the disclosure of missing credentials.
The algorithm enforces stepwise sequences of credentials which a foreigner should
follow in order to get access to a resource.
One of the advantages in our approach is that we do not pose any restrictions
on partner’s policies because the basic computations of deduction and abduction do
not require any speciﬁc policy structure. Thus, we can support hierarchical policies
(indeed arbitrary policies for which reasoning services exist), non-monotone policy,
and by using one-step deduction also ﬁne granularity control on the information
disclosure.
An important issue behind the stepwise approach is that it may introduce new
hurdles during a negotiation (and thus failures to access resources). Negotiations
may begin with a partial policy disclosure but may fail eventually because the client
cannot fulﬁll all the requirements to reveal the remaining part of the policy. In other
words, a client might have a credential A needed to get a service, but without a
credential B, possibly not needed for any service but only to disclose the need for
A, he will be denied access. Whether an obstacle or a feature it is application
dependent and as so it can be turned on or oﬀ on demand.
Future work is in the direction of proving what guarantees the protocol oﬀers
in terms of interoperability (completeness and correctness) when applied to other
negotiation schemes such as TrustBuilder by Yu et al. [9]. We believe that this is
an important step toward building a secure open computing environment.
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1. check whether PA and Cp entail r,
2. if the check succeeds then grant access
3. else deny access.
Figure 1.
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1. check whether PA and Cp entail r,
2. if the check succeeds then grant access else
(a) ﬁnd a rule r ← p ∈ PartialEvaluation(PA ∪ Cp ), where p is
a partial policy protecting r,
(b) if such a rule exists then send it back to the client else deny
access.
Figure 2.
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1. check whether PA and Cp entail r,
2. if the check succeeds then grant access else
(a) compute a set CM such that:
– PA together with Cp and CM entail r, and
– PA together with Cp and CM preserve consistency.
(b) if CM exists then ask the client for CM and iterate
(c) else deny access.
Figure 3.
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1. check whether PA and Cp entail r,
2. if the check succeeds then grant access else
(a) compute the set of disclosable credentials CD entailed by PD
and Cp ,
(b) compute a set CM out of the disclosable ones (CM ⊆ CD ) such
that
– PA together with Cp and CM entail r, and
– PA together with Cp and CM preserve consistency.
(c) if CM exists then ask the client for CM and iterate
(d) else deny access.
Figure 4.
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Input: r, Cp
Output: grant/deny/ask(CM)
iAccessControl(r, Cp )
1: CP = CP ∪ Cp ;
2: CN = CN ∪ (CM \ Cp ), where CM is from the last interaction;
3: result = iAccessDecision(r, PA , PD , CP , CN );
4: return result ;
iAccessDecision(r, PA , PD , CP , CN )
1. check whether r is a security consequence of PA and CP , namely
– PA ∪ CP |= r, and
– PA ∪ CP |= ⊥.
2. if the check succeeds then return grant else
(a) compute the set of disclosable credentials CD as
CD = {c | c credential that PD ∪ CP |= c} \ (CN ∪ CP ) ,
(b) use abduction to ﬁnd a set of missing credentials CM (⊆ CD )
such that:
– PA ∪ CP ∪ CM |= r, and
– PA ∪ CP ∪ CM |= ⊥.
(c) if no such set exists then return deny else
(d) return ask(CM ).

Figure 5.
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Session vars: CP and CN . Initially CP = CN = ∅.
iAccessNegotiation(r, Cp )
1: CP = CP ∪ Cp ;
2: repeat
3:

result = iAccessDecision(r, PA , PD , CP , CN );

4:

if result == ask(CM ) then

5:

for each c ∈ CM do

6:

response = invoke iAccessNegotiation(c, ∅)@Opponent;

7:

if response == grant then
CP = CP ∪ {c};

8:
9:

else
CN = CN ∪ {c};

10:
11:

done

12: until result == grant or result == deny.
13: return result;

Figure 6.
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Session vars: CP , CN and Oneg . Initially CP = CN = Oneg = ∅.
iAccessNegotiation(r, Cp ) - runs in a new thread
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

CP = CP ∪ Cp ;
if r ∈ Oneg then
suspend and await for the result on r’s negotiation;
return result when resumed;
else
Oneg = Oneg ∪ {r};
repeat
result = iAccessDecision(r, PA , PD , CP , CN );
if result == ask(CM ) then
for each c ∈ CM do
response =invoke iAccessNegotiation(c, ∅)@Opponent;
if response == grant then
CP = CP ∪ {c};
else
CN = CN ∪ {c};
done
fi
until result == grant or result == deny.
Oneg = Oneg \ {r};
resume all processes awaiting on r with the result of the negotiation;
return result;
endelse

Figure 7.
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Session vars: CP , CN and Oneg . Initially CP = CN = Oneg = ∅.
iAccessDispatcher
OnReceiveRequest: iAccessNegotiation(r, Cp )
1: if isService(r) then
2:
reply iAccessNegotiation(r, Cp ); in a new session process.
3: else
4:
reply iAccessNegotiation(r, Cp ); in a new thread under the original session.
OnSendRequest: <r, Op >
1: if isService(r) then
2:
invoke iAccessNegotiation(r, Op )@Opponent in a new session process.
iAccessNegotiation(r, Cp )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

CP = CP ∪ Cp ;
if r ∈ Oneg then
suspend and await for the result on r’s negotiation;
return result when resumed;
else
Oneg = Oneg ∪ {r};
repeat
if isService(r) then
result = iAccessDecision(r, PAR , PD , CP , CN );
else
result = iAccessDecision(r, PAC , PD , CP , CN );
if result == ask(CM ) then
AskCredentials(CM );
until result == grant or result == deny;
Oneg = Oneg \ {r};
resume all processes awaiting on r with the result of the negotiation;
return result;
endelse

AskCredentials(CM )
1: parfor each c ∈ CM do
2:
response = invoke iAccessNegotiation(c, ∅)@Opponent;
3:
if response == grant then CP = CP ∪ {c} else CN = CN ∪ {c};
4: done
5: while CM ⊆ (CP ∪ CN ) do wait(timeout);

Figure 8.
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Figure 9.
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iAccessNegotiation(r, Cp ){ . . . }
AskCredentials(CM )
1: while CM ⊆ (CP ∪ CN ) do
2:
CM1 = StepwiseDisclosure(CM );
3:
if CM1 == ∅ or CM1 == null then return;
4:
parfor each c ∈ CM1 do
5:
response = invoke iAccessNegotiation(c, ∅)@Opponent;
6:
if response == grant then CP = CP ∪ {c} else CN = CN ∪ {c};
7:
done
8:
while CM1 ⊆ (CP ∪ CN ) do wait(timeout);
9: done
StepwiseDisclosure(CM )
n
o
D
c \ (CP ∪ CN );
1: CD 1 = c | CP |=P
1
2:
3:
4:
5:

PD 1 = {ĉ ← B | c ← B ∈ PD } ∪ {c ← ĉ | c ← B ∈ PD and c ∈ (CD 1 ∪ CN )};
V
Q = {q ← c∈CM c};
result = abduction(q, CD 1 , PD 1 ∪ CP ∪ Q);
return result;

Figure 10.
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Figure 11.
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Figure 1: Traditional Access Control
Figure 2: Disclosable Access Control
Figure 3: Basic Idea of Interactive Access Control
Figure 4: Interactive Access Control with Controlled Disclosure
Figure 5: Interactive Access Control Algorithm and Protocol
Figure 6: The Core of the Negotiation Protocol
Figure 7: The Negotiation Protocol with Suspended Credentials
Figure 8: The Negotiation Protocol
Figure 9: Example of Interoperability of the Negotiation Protocol
Figure 10: The Stepwise Negotiation Protocol
Figure 11: Example of Stepwise Negotiation of Credentials
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